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Name: Date:

What event or trigger occurred just before ‘The Problem’ developed?

What is ‘The Problem’?

How do I cope with ‘The Problem’? (What things make me feel better, or at least temporarily?)

How effective are those coping strategies? 

What else could I do/try to cope?

What are the pros? What are the cons?
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	Text1:  Wayne Richards
	Text2:  09/22/2023
	Text3: 
	0:  I have been feeling more pressured by my parents to do well in school. I don’t think they realise that I have other things going on in my life and that these are more important to me than grades. I had a big fight with one of my friends and it has been making me feel stressed and anxious.
	1:  I received a C- on my maths test. I am usually a straight A student and my parents expect me to get at least an A- They will be extremely disappointed in me.
	2:  I need to approach the conversation with my parents before they receive feedback from my teachers so that they are prepared. I also want to spend some time focusing on my friendships and apologising to my friend who I fought with. This will help reduce the stress I have been feeling about school by giving me more of a balance. 

	cope:  I think I need to have a proper sit-down conversation with my parents about how the  pressure they put on me negatively impacts my mental health. It’s been going on for years  and although I’ve made comments in passing I’ve never taken the time to speak to them  properly about it. I’m scared they won’t take me seriously but it’s a necessary thing to do if  I want to get better. 
	Text4: 
	0:  Having good friendships at school really helps my mental health. I made a mistake and need to apologise to my friend and show him that I care about our friendship. I know that acknowledging when you are in the wrong and fixing your mistakes is really important for accountability. 
	1:  I don’t know how I’ll be able to stop the pressure I feel from my parents. I know they just want me to succeed but it’s really hard on my mental health. Even when I have tried talking to them they never listen to me properly.



